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Motivation

• There is little or no dispute that poverty is multi-
dimensional and child poverty especially so.  

• The UN General Assembly “Children living in poverty are 

deprived of nutrition, water and sanitation facilities, access to basic health-
care services, shelter, education, participation and protection, and that 
while a severe lack of goods and services hurts every human being, it is 
most threatening and harmful to children, leaving them unable to enjoy 
their rights, to reach their full potential and to participate as full members 
of the society”. 10th January 2007.



Motivation 2

• The UN definition 

– Distinguishes children from other populations in terms 
of poverty risk and 

– Emphasise the limitations of seeing poverty in purely 
monetary terms.  

– highlights both ‘outcomes’ for children rather than 
‘inputs’ such as income and ‘outputs’ such as 
consumption



Motivation 3

• This conference is considering the issues of child poverty and 
social protection in tandem, 

– social protection relates to a range of policy interventions 
that provides monetary support (both cash, near-cash and 
‘in-kind’ provisions) 

– can child poverty be considered in terms of both
inputs/outputs and outcomes, and thus adopt monetary 
and non-monetary approaches?

– If so, gains are potentially great



Preview of  Our Results

• Our estimates suggest for households with children

– household level deprivations are highly correlated with
changes in consumption levels, and thus monetary poverty
status

– children's individual enrollment in education, (especially
secondary) is associated with household consumption
level and monetary poverty

– But child malnutrition in children does not appear to have
a statistically significant association with poverty status
(but the coefficients have the expected signs)



Literature 1

• Recent literature on poverty has discussed the shortcomings 
of using only monetary approaches to understand poverty 
correlates and causes (Clark and Hulme, 2005).

• In particular the multidimensional approach has been used to 
understand poverty mobility, and more recently 
understanding child deprivation has been a central issue as it 
sheds light into short and long-term consequences of poverty 
(Bastes, Fernandez and Passes, 2004; Klansen, 2000; Laderchi, 
1997; Perry,2002; Shan and Stie, 2003; Waggle, 2009).



Literature 2

• However, multidimensional approaches have in general also suffered 
from the same type of criticism that a monetary poverty approach has.

• The key issue here has been to come up with an universal operational 
measure for child poverty (Waggle, 2009, Alike and Foster, 2008; 
Klansen, 2000; Laderchi, 1997; Reolen et al., 2009).

• To overcome these problems, a number of studies have used a multi-
perspective approach that integrates these two poverty measurement 
approaches.

• In particular these studies suggest that children deprived on 
multidimensional measures are at higher risk of chronic monetary 
poverty.



Our Results



Monetary Child poverty Incidence

• Child poverty is captured using the National Poverty Line 
developed using the basic costs of needs approach.

– Child Poverty 29% (21% for 18-59s; 17% for 60+s)

– Extreme Child Poverty 6.8% (4.5% ¨̈ ; 3.1% ¨)

– Children are 

• 48% of the poor  and 51% of extreme poor 

(but 40% of the population)



Deprivation at the household level

• Overcrowding: five or more people for every room in 
the dwelling.

• Deprived of safe water: ‘unimproved water’ access 

• Deprivation in sanitation : having no access to 
‘improved sanitation’.



Deprivations at the child level

• Education: non-enrollment in 

– primary school for those aged 5 to 11 or 

– secondary school for those aged 12-17.

• Nutrition is defined in three ways:
1. Malnourishment is as low weight for age relative to a child 

of the same sex and age in a reference population.

2. Stunting is defined as low height for age relative to a child 
of the same sex and age in the reference group.

3. Wasting is low weight for height relative to a child of the 
same sex and age in the reference group.



We do not do ‘Counts’ of multiple 
incidence

• Instead, we want to look at the relationships between 
consumption , poverty and deprivations 

• We look at consumption levels of deprived households with 
children and ask three questions

– Do deprived households have higher or lower 
consumption than non-deprived households?

– Are such differences significant?

– Where are the distributions of deprived households fall 
compared to the poverty line?



Overcrowding
(poverty line = yellow vertical)

• Yes, deprived households have lower consumption

• Yes,  distributions  of deprived and non-deprived are different

• Yes, deprived households are  nearer the poverty line

a: Consumption Level b: Log Consumption



Water

• Yes, deprived households have lower consumption

• Yes, distributions  of deprived and non-deprived are different

• Yes, deprived households are  nearer the poverty line



Sanitation

• Yes, deprived households have lower consumption

• Yes, distributions  of deprived and non-deprived are different

• Yes, deprived households are  nearer the poverty line



Education

Primary Secondary

• Yes, deprived households have lower consumption

• Yes, distributions  of deprived and non-deprived are different

• Yes, deprived households are  nearer the poverty line



Malnutrition

Malnuourished Stunted Wasted

• Yes, deprived households have lower consumption

• Yes, distributions  of deprived and non-deprived are different

• Yes, deprived households are  nearer the poverty line



Consumption Levels, 
Deprivation & Poverty

• The majority of deprivations, in overcrowding, sanitation, 
water and school attendance reflect lower levels of 
consumption and to peak around the poverty line, 

• BUT, significant proportions of deprived children for all 
deprivation indicators are in households above the NPL 
poverty line.

• Relationships on malnutrition are less clear



What about these 
‘Deprived Non-Poor’?

• The ‘deprived non-poor’ are in a part of the distribution that is above the 
poverty line.

• How far above?

– The average of the ‘intersects’ at the upper bound is 0.93 of log 
consumption or 168% of the NPL poverty line.

– This group can be easily aligned to the NPL poverty line as ‘near poor’ 
and ‘vulnerable to poverty’ rather than considered as ‘different’ or as 
invalidating the NPL (politically sensitive and dangerous)

– Resulting 4 groups across the range of poverty risk: ‘extreme poor’, 
‘other poor’, ‘near poor’ and ‘non-poor’.



Combined Headcounts across 
Poverty Ranges

Extreme Poor Poor Near Poor Non Poor

Overcrowded 73.7% 62.6% 50.4% 27.9%

Deprived in water provision 60.9% 63.6% 60.3% 48.1%

Deprived in sanitation provision 91.6% 84.6% 77.4% 47.2%

Not enrolled in primary 4.6% 1.8% 1.2% 0.9%

Not enrolled in secondary 34.3% 32.3% 29.6% 19.0%

Wasted children 6.6% 7.8% 6.1% 5.1%

Malnourished children 14.0% 14.7% 10.5% 8.1%

Stunted children 40.6% 37.4% 32.3% 30.2%



Child Poverty

Extreme Poor 6.8%

NPL Poor 21.0%

Near Poor 39.8%

'Low Risk of Poverty' 31.4%

Total 100%



But more than Just Counting….

• We can explore the relationships between consumption, 
poverty and deprivations using regression

– OLS gives us underlying estimates of correlations across 
the whole distribution

– Ordered Probit provides estimates of correlations 
between deprivation and our poverty risk groups 
(extreme poor, other poor, near poor) 



Probit Results on Deprivations & 
Poverty Status

Near Poor Poor Extreme Poor

Water Zero Zero Zero

Sanitation +ve*** +ve*** +ve***

Overcrowded +ve*** +ve*** +ve***

Not enrolled Primary Zero Zero Zero

Not enrolled Secondary +ve*** +ve*** +ve***

Malnourished Zero Zero Zero

Stunted Zero Zero Zero

Wasted Zero Zero Zero

Child Level Malnutrition

Coefficient

Household Level

Child Level

+ve relationship with poverty status = ‘poverty reinforcing’



Conclusions & Defining Some of 
‘The Middle Ground’

• There is evidence that monetary and non-monetary poverty factors are 
related. 

• ‘Overlapping poverty and deprivations’ PLUS increased deprivation 
occurring for households with low consumption

• Overlaps are not exact.  Much deprivation incidence extends to levels of 
household consumption that are considerably above the NPL poverty line.

• A bridge across approaches: leave intact existing poverty lines and adopt 
‘vulnerability’ and ‘near poverty’ to include those at risk of becoming poor.

• The ‘near poor’ are those with consumption levels close to the national 
poverty line and deprivation makes them additionally vulnerable to poverty



Conclusions - more

• Integrated rather than separate approaches to child poverty?

– Monetary poverty "fails to count" many children who have 
deprivations in their basic needs. 

– But clear underlying associations between deprivation and 
poverty suggest ‘relationships’ are important alongside 
identifying ‘differences’ 

– profiling multiple child deprivations in the absence of 
considering household consumption levels may miss 
important associations that appear to be crucial to 
understanding child poverty.



Conclusions - final

• An integrated approach does not have to abandon 
the pre-existing approaches. 

• It Provides 

– a less arbitrary definition of near poverty, and 

– a better understanding of the role of deprivations.

– an improved assessment of poverty risk, and 
relationships to deprivations helps policy design –
especially social protection.


